PRESS RELEASE:

Ride Yorkshire for the Rally!

Legacy and history combine in this spectacular Yorkshire ride to support the revival of the York Rally.
70 years of cycling heritage will be reborn in York, one year after the Tour’s incredible visit.

In July 1945, heady with post-war excitement, a gathering of cycling enthusiasts from clubs across the
North of England made a momentous decision: to hold a rally “in or near York”. The title of the event
was to be “The Grand All-Yorkshire Cyclists Rally”.
So on a Sunday in September 1945 the very first Rally was held on York’s Knavesmire, a sociable
gathering of the northern cycling associations which soon developed into the main annual meetingpoint for cyclists across the UK and beyond. The event was repeated for 68 years, as the CTC York
Rally, and more recently as the York Cycle Show, until its temporary demise in 2013.

70 years on, today’s cyclists are not prepared to let the Rally die.
A group of volunteers has formed to revive the Rally for 2015. The 2015 Rally will build on the
fantastic legacy of the Tour de France 2014, whose second stage started right at the Rally’s traditional
venue, York Racecourse on the Knavesmire in York.
st

The York Rally 2015 will take place on the 20-21 June on the Knavesmire, and annually thereafter,
continuing the tradition of fellowship and the joy of cycling embodied by the post-war founders. The
new committee will also bring fresh ideas to keep the Rally sustainable for the decades to come.
The new Rally is still taking shape but it will aim to attract cyclists and potential cyclists old and new,
and it will be a wonderful opportunity for those new to cycling to share in the unparalleled depth of
cycling experience among the Rally regulars.
Cycling clubs, associations, online cycling forums and social media groups from across Yorkshire and
the UK are warmly invited to attend, and to take full advantage of the almost unlimited space available
on the Knavesmire to showcase their activities, and to come together with their members in a ‘Grand
All-Welcome’ cycling meeting. Cycle trade exhibitors will also be made welcome.

Ride the York Rally Grande Classic Sportive
To support the re-launch of the event, the organisers are staging the York Rally Grande Classic
Sportive in September through spectacular North York Moors scenery. There is a choice of rides:
•

the 36 km ride is mostly flat, and is perfect for families or perhaps for anyone inspired by the
Tour looking for a challenge on their new bike! The ride will be well-signed with marshals.
There will be feeding stations en route and free rider recovery will be on hand.

•

The 100 km ride is a serious challenge, taking in significant climbing and amazing Yorkshire
views. Again feeding stations and a tea stop will be provided, as is recovery if needed.

•

The 140 km ride is worthy of champions! The famous Rosedale Chimney is an even more
challenging climb than anything the Tour attempted, with a fearsome gradient but an
exhilarating view over the moors at the summit.

All proceeds from the event will be used towards staging the York Rally. Entries are open now on the
British Cycling website:
https://www.britishcycling.org.uk/events/details/114853/York-Rally-Grande-Classic
Full details can also be found at the new York Rally website: www.yorkrally.org where supporters of
the event are also invited to participate in the re-launch by becoming a ‘Friend of the York Rally’. All
are welcome with ideas or to volunteer to help: details are on the website.
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NOTES FOR EDITORS

1947:

1953:

1975:

•

Further high resolution images are available: please see the ‘History’ page on the website or
contact the Publicity Officer as below.

•

Press contacts:

•

o

Event Secretary: Paul Reid.
Tel 016973 43089 or email: info@yorkrally.org

o

Press/Publicity: Peter Eland.
Tel 0787 624 4818 or email: publicity@yorkrally.org

The York Rally’s 70-year heritage is a treasure trove of social history, vintage costume, cycling
invention and evolution, and true (authentic? eccentric?) British cycling culture. See
www.yorkrally.org/history/ or contact the Rally to be put in touch with experts who can tell you
more!
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